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The instructions you need to make the units required for this block came with 
your Rapid Fire® Hunter’s Star: Petite Star tool. The instructions you need to make 
the Corner Pops on the Hunter’s Star blocks came with your Corner Pop® III tool. In 
the instructions you will find a chart, step by step graphics, and directions. Use the 
chart to find the information you need for the finished size of the units you want to 
make. Then work your way through the instructions. Remember to watch the videos 
on these tools if you need some extra help. 

It’s time to change up your Hunter’s Star blocks and add something a little different 
to them. Use the instructions that came with your Rapid Fire® Hunter’s Star: Petite 
Star tool to make four blocks. Have fun changing up the colors of your blocks and make 
them your own. Once you have your four Hunter’s Star blocks complete and trimmed 
to size, use the Corner Pop® III to make the Pops on the triangle corners of each Hunter’s 
Star block.  

Use the Type #2 Cut Away on the two opposite triangle corners of each block. Use 
the Corner Pop® III instructions to ensure you have the block positioned correctly for 
cutting away the corner and also the strip positioned correctly for cutting Replacement 
Triangles. Note that if you use a Type #1 Cut Away, your block will have the opposite 
spin, so you can truly use either but be consistent so that they are all the same. If you 
are not consistent you will not get the pinwheel in the center. 
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Difficulty:
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